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Abstract To our friend Ernie Tuck, in celebration of his multi-faceted talents. The velocity potentials of various
unsteady point sources are derived in this paper for a two-layer fluid of finite depth. Two-layer fluids are often used
to study effects of density stratification on hydrodynamics of marine systems. The sources here are restricted to
the upper fluid layer and the potentials of the induced flows are given for the whole fluid domain. The velocity
potentials of a transient source of arbitrary strength and in arbitrary three-dimensional motion are derived first. The
potentials of a time-harmonic source without forward speed, and then with forward speed, are obtained from the
transient source by specifying the appropriate source strength and motion. These potentials are fundamental to the
analyses of various types of body motion in finite water depths under the influence of surface and interfacial waves.
As a sample application, a numerical solution of the radiation and diffraction problem for a floating rectangular
barge is presented. The results indicate that internal waves can have a strong effect on the motions of the floating
barge over a wide range of incident-wave frequencies.
Keywords Floating systems · Free-surface flow · Ship motion · Source function · Stratified fluid ·
Unsteady flow · Wave motion
1 Background
Two-layer fluids are normally used to model certain types of density stratification in the ocean. Density stratification
is quite common and is mainly caused by variation of salinity and water temperature with depth. Very often the
change in density is confined within a thin pycnocline, above and below which, the water is well mixed, and the
density is practically constant. For marine vehicles operating in this environment, a two-layer fluid is a good model
to study the effects of density stratification on vehicle performance. In this paper, the density in each layer is taken as
constant, and the fluid is assumed to be inviscid, incompressible and the flow irrotational. The pycnocline is assumed
to be infinitesimally thin, and there is a density discontinuity across the interface between the upper and lower fluid
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layers. The density difference for these pycnoclines is usually very small. It is represented by the non-dimensional
parameter ε = (ρ2 − ρ1)/ρ2 where ρ1 and ρ2 are the densities of the upper and lower fluid, respectively. In fjords,
pycnoclines with ε on the order of 10−3 to 10−2 are typical. Despite the small density difference, internal waves
generated at the fluid interface can cause a loss in ship speed and maneuverability when the ship is moving slowly.
This effect on ship motion is commonly known as the “dead-water” phenomenon and was first documented by
Fridjof Nansen who had encountered it several times during his journey to the north pole. The large increase in
ship resistance was correctly attributed to the generation of internal waves by Bjerknes and confirmed in a towing
tank by his student Ekman [1]. Ekman noted wave drag was largest when the ship speed approached the maximum
phase speed of the internal waves.
Theoretical investigations of internal wave resistance using a two-layer fluid began with the works of Sretenskii
[2] and Hudimac [3], who independently derived the Green functions for a steady source in the upper fluid layer.
Both assumed the lower fluid to be infinitely deep and derived the wave-resistance formulas for a thin ship that
included effects of both surface and internal waves. These formulas are generalizations of the well-known Michell
integral [4] for the wave resistance in a single fluid. Sabuncu [5] considered a steadily translating source for other
geometric variations. These include both fluid layers of infinite depths and fluid bounded on top and bottom by
rigid, horizontal planes. One important case that was not addressed in [5] was the finite-depth case where the upper
fluid is bounded by the free surface, and the lower fluid is bounded by a rigid bottom. Such source functions are used
to study the wave resistance of ships moving in harbors or channels where the water depths are finite but at speeds
high enough so that free-surface effects cannot be neglected. Uspenskii [6] obtained the wave components of the
Green functions but not the complete expressions necessary for use in boundary-integral-equation methods. Miloh
et al. [7] derived the complete Green functions with the assumption of small density difference, ε  1. Nguyen
and Yeung [8] removed this restriction and gave the complete Green functions for arbitrary ε. Surface-wave and
internal-wave patterns associated with steady two-layer flow were examined by Yeung and Nguyen [9].
Unlike the steadily translating source, the time-dependent sources for a two-layer fluid have not been well
studied. Most investigations have focused on the two-dimensional case where infinite cylinders are modeled and
useful results on wave reflection and transmission were obtained [10–15]. Sturova and Syui [16] computed the
added-mass and damping coefficients for cylinders with Lewis-form cross-sections that pierce the fluid interface.
However, for practical applications, three-dimensional sources are often needed to analyze more complex struc-
tures. In a single fluid, three-dimensional, unsteady sources are widely used to compute the motions of ships and
offshore platforms in waves. For a frequency-domain formulation, the oscillating source with or without forward
speed was used [17,18]. For a time-domain solution, King et al. [19] and Lin and Yue [20] employed the source with
a delta-function strength. This source can be obtained in a straight-forward way from the more general transient
source of arbitrary strength and motion.
In this paper, we derive the analogous three-dimensional sources for a two-layer fluid of finite depth. The upper
fluid is bounded above by the usual free surface and the lower fluid is bounded below by a rigid, flat bottom. The
density difference between the two layers is finite. By not assuming a small density difference, the Green functions
given here can also be used to investigate the effect of a bottom layer of fluid mud on the ship’s added masses and
damping coefficients. Although the kinematic viscosity ν2 of the fluid mud can be many times larger than that of
water, Zilman and Miloh [21] have shown that the hydrodynamic coefficients are weakly dependent on the mud
viscosity. Thus, our results, which neglect viscosity in both layers, are applicable to this problem. The sources are
restricted to the upper fluid layer. This restriction, however, is not very limiting since the drafts of most vessels are
small enough to be above the pycnocline or the mud layer. The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the velocity
potentials for a transient source with arbitrary strength and motion in three dimensions are derived. They are used
as the starting point for obtaining the potentials of a stationary, oscillating source in Sect. 3 and the potentials of
a translating, oscillating source in Sect. 4. With the expressions for the sources given here, existing ship-motion
computer codes can be easily modified to evaluate the effects of density stratification and internal waves on ship
motions. Section 5 presents a sample application of the stationary, oscillating source to solve the radiation and
diffraction problem of a floating rectangular barge. The barge motions induced by either surface or internal waves
are presented.
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2 Velocity potentials of a transient source
For the most general situation, we begin our derivation with a source of variable strength, starting from rest and
moving along an arbitrary path in the upper fluid layer. This transient source is the most general source considered
here. Other sources commonly used in ship-motion analyses can be obtained from this source by specifying the
appropriate strength and motion. Consider a fixed, rectangular coordinate system Oxyz where the xy-plane coincides
with the undisturbed interface between the two fluid layers, and the positive z-axis points upwards. The densities
and depths of the upper and lower fluid layer are indicated by ρ1, h1 and ρ2, h2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.
For a source located at a point ξ = (ξ, η, ζ ), the velocity potentials of the induced flows in the upper and lower
layers are designated by (1) and (2), respectively.
The governing equations for (m), m = 1, 2, are
∇2(1) = δ (x − ξ, y − η, z − ζ ), 0 < z < h1, (1)
∇2(2) = 0, −h2 < z < 0. (2)
The time-dependent linearized boundary condition on the free surface is

(1)
t t + g(1)z = 0, z = h1, t ≥ 0, (3)
and the conditions on the interface are





t t + g(1)z
)
= (2)t t + g(2)z , z = 0, t ≥ 0, (5)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, and γ = ρ1/ρ2 is the density ratio. At the rigid bottom, the no-flux boundary
condition applies,
(2)z = 0, z = −h2, t ≥ 0, (6)
and far away from the source, we require the velocity to vanish,
lim
R→∞ ∇
(m) = 0, t ≥ 0, (7)
where R2 = [x − ξ(t)]2 + [y − η(t)]2. Finally, the initial conditions for (m) in an initially quiescent flow are:
(1) = (1)t = 0, z = 0, h1, t = 0, (8)
(2) = (2)t = 0, z = 0, t = 0. (9)
Fig. 1 Coordinate system for flows in a two-layer fluid of finite depth
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+ φ(1) and (2) = φ(2), (10)
where ν (t) is the source strength and
r2n = R2 + (z − ζ − 2nh1)2 and r21n = R2 + (z + ζ − 2nh1)2. (11)
where the image series are constructed to satisfy homogeneous conditions on z = 0 and z = h1. The governing
equation for φ(m) is now simply the Laplace equation:
∇2φ(m) = 0, (12)
and the initial conditions, obtained by inserting (10) into (8) and (9), are
φ(1) = φ(1)t = 0, z = 0, h1, t = 0, (13)
φ(2) = φ(2)t = 0, z = 0, t = 0, (14)
To solve for φ(m), we introduce the following Laplace and Fourier transforms in time and space:
φ¯(m)(x, y, z, s) = L
{





φ(m)(x, y, z, t)e−st dt, (15)
φ˜(m)(k1, k2, z, s) = Fxy
{








φ¯(m)(x, y, z, s)e−i(k1x+k2 y)dxdy, (16)
φ¯(m)(x, y, z, s) = F−1xy
{








φ˜(m)(k1, k2, z, s)ei(k1x+k2 y)dk1dk2. (17)
Application of these transforms to (12) yields the following equation for φ˜(m):
− k2φ˜(m) + φ˜(m)zz = 0, (18)
where k2 = k21 + k22. The solutions of (18) can be written as:
φ˜(1)(k1, k2, z, s) = A˜(k1, k2, s)ekz + B˜(k1, k2, s)e−kz, (19)
φ˜(2)(k1, k2, z, s) = C˜(k1, k2, s) cosh[k(z + h2)], (20)
where the no-flux, bottom condition in (6) has been used to obtain (20). The unknown coefficients A˜, B˜, and C˜
can be determined by applying the remaining boundary conditions on the free surface and interface, viz. Eqs. 3–5.
Inserting (1) as given by (10) into the free-surface condition, Eq. 3, we obtain:
φ
(1)











= 0, z = h1. (21)
Taking the Laplace transform of (21) and applying the initial condition (13), we arrive at:















e−st dt = 0, z = h1. (22)
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2.1 Determination of the Fourier coefficients A˜, B˜, and C˜
To obtain the expressions for the A˜, B˜, and C˜ , we can first write φ¯(1) in terms of A˜ and B˜ so that (22) will provide a
relation involving these two coefficients. Using the definition of the inverse Fourier transform in (17) and solution
for φ˜(1) in (19), we obtain:









From the well-known representation of 1/r (see [22, 6.611 and 3.937]):
1√


















































where sgn(n)= 1 if n ≥ 0 and sgn(n) = −1 if n < 0. Finally, substituting (23), (27), and (28) in (22), we obtain
the following equation relating the coefficients A˜ and B˜:




ν(t)e−i[k1ξ(t)+k2η(t)] sinh[kζ(t)]e−st dt . (29)








Applying the same procedures to the interface kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions, Eqs. 4 and 5, we
obtain two additional equations for the unknown coefficients A˜, B˜, and C˜ :
A˜ − B˜ − C˜ sinh kh2 = 2k sinh kh1
∞∫
0
ν(t)e−i[k1ξ(t)+k2η(t)] sinh[k(ζ(t) − h1)]e−st dt, (31)
γ s2 A˜ + γ s2 B˜ −
(
s2 cosh kh2 + εgk sinh kh2
)
C˜ = 0. (32)
Equations 29, 31, and 32 now form a system of three linear equations for A˜, B˜, and C˜ which can readily be solved.
Once these coefficients are obtained, the inverse Fourier transform of φ˜(m) can be performed to give φ¯(m), and the
inverse Laplace transform can then be applied to give an expression for φ(m). The inversion process is described in
detail in Sect. 2.2 for the potential φ˜(2)since φ˜(2) is simpler than φ˜(1), but the steps are essentially the same for both
potentials.
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2.2 Inversion and final source forms
The solution of the system of linear equations, (29), (31) and (32), yields the following expression for C˜ :






C˜0(k) + C˜2(k, s)
] ∞∫
0
ν(t)e−i[k1ξ(t)+k2η(t)] sinh[k(ζ(t) − h1)]e−st dt, (33)
where C˜0(k), C˜1(k, s), and C˜2(k, s) are given by:













) − gk cosh kh1
]












(t1 + t2) + (−1)n+1
√
(t1 + t2)2 − 4εt1t2(1 + γ t1t2)
1 + γ t1t2
]
, (37)
with the notation t1 = tanh(kh1), t2 = tanh(kh2) being used for simplicity. Taking the inverse Fourier transform
of φ˜(2), we have:






C˜(k1, k2, s) cosh[k(z + h2)]ei(k1x+k2 y)dk1dk2. (38)
The expression of (33) can now be inserted into (38). The results will be simpler if the following “polar represen-
tations” are introduced:
k1 + ik2 = keiθ , (39)
R =
√
[x − ξ(t)]2 + [y − η(t)]2, (40)
ω = [x − ξ(t)] cos θ + [y − η(t)] sin θ. (41)
Further, if the following integral representation of the Bessel function Jo is used [24, p. 491]:
J0(k R(t)) = 12π
π∫
−π









kC˜1 cosh[k(z + h2)]
∞∫
0











ν(t) sinh[k(ζ(t) − h1)]J0(k R(t))e−st dtdk. (43)
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The time integrals of (43) involving C˜1 and C˜2 can be rewritten using the convolution theorem, namely,
C˜ j (k, s)
∞∫
0






c˜ j (k, t − τ)ν(τ ) sinh[k(ζ(τ ) − ( j − 1)h1)]J0(k R(τ ))dτ
⎫⎬
⎭ , j = 1, 2, (44)
where





















ω2n sinh kh1 − gk cosh kh1
)
sin ωnt




Since C˜0(k) is not a function of s, it is not necessary to apply the convolution theorem to the product containing





































k cosh(k(z + h2))
t∫
0




k cosh(k(z + h2))
t∫
0
c˜2(k, t − τ)ν(τ ) sinh(k(ζ(τ ) − h1))J0(k R(τ ))dτdk. (48)
Substituting Eqs. 34, 45, 46 for C˜0, c˜1, and c˜2, we finally obtain the following equation for (2)(x, y, z, t):
(2) = φ(2) = ν(t)
∞∫
0
−2γ cosh(k(z + h2)) sinh(k(ζ(t) − h1))J0(k R(t))














ν(τ)P(2)n (k, z, ζ(τ )) sin(ωn(t − τ))J0(k R(τ ))dτdk, (49)
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where




sinh kh1 − cosh kh1
)
sinh(k(ζ − h1))). (50)
The functions ω1(k) and ω2(k) are the two dispersion relations corresponding to the “surface-wave mode” and the
“internal-wave mode”, respectively. We will elaborate on these two possible wave modes later when we derive the
velocity potentials of a periodic, progressive wave in a two-layer fluid of finite depth.
Applying the same inversion procedures to the potential φ˜(1)(k1, k2, z, s), we obtain an analogous equation for













2 cosh kh2 sinh(k(z − h1)) sinh(k(ζ(t) − h1))J0(k R(t))


















γ sinh kh2 sinh kz sinh kζ +
(






cosh kz sinh kζ − cosh(k(z − h1)) sinh(k(ζ − h1)) −
ω2n
gk
sinh(k(z − h1)) sinh(k(ζ − h1))
]}
. (52)
The equations for (1) and (2) have forms similar to the transient potentials for a single fluid. In fact, it is
possible to obtain the potentials for a single fluid of finite and infinite depth from either (1) or (2). If we set γ = 1
in either (49) or (51), we will recover the potential for a single fluid of finite depth and, if we also let h2 → ∞, we
will obtain the potential for a single fluid of infinite depth.
3 Velocity potentials of a stationary, oscillating source
The stationary source with oscillating strength is mainly used in boundary-integral methods to compute the motions
of floating systems and offshore structures in waves. The source potentials, or Green functions G(m), can be obtained
directly by solving a boundary-value problem in the frequency domain or indirectly from the potentials (m) of a
transient source. Since we have already derived the equations for (m), it is simpler to start our development with
these equations. After fixing the source location at point (ξ, η, ζ ) and setting the source strength ν(t) = cos σ t in
(49) and (51), we can take the limit as t → ∞ to obtain the desired Green functions. This procedure is elaborated
below for the potential G(1) in the upper fluid layer. The same procedures can be applied to obtain G(2). Note that
this procedure automatically yields outgoing waves and no radiation condition is needed.
Substituting ν(t) = cos σ t in (51) and noting that (ξ, η, ζ ) is now no longer a function of time, we obtain:









+ cos σ t
∞∫
0
2 cosh kh2 sinh(k(z − h1)) sinh(k(ζ − h1))J0(k R)






2gkωn P(1)n (k, z, ζ )J0(k R)






cos στ sin (ωn(t − τ)) dτdk. (53)
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Performing the integration with respect to τ in the last integral, we have:
t∫
0
cos στ sin(ωn(t − τ))dτ = cos σ t
(
ωn





ω2n − σ 2
)
. (54)
Using this result in (53), we can write:









+ cos σ t
∞∫
0
2 cosh kh2 sinh(k(z − h1)) sinh(k(ζ − h1))J0(k R)
sinh kh1(cosh kh1 cosh kh2 + γ sinh kh1 sinh kh2) dk








n (k, z, ζ )J0(k R)














n (k, z, ζ )J0(k R) cos ωnt




ω2n − σ 2
)dk. (55)
The integrals in the last two terms contain simple poles at k = kn where kn are given implicitly by ω2n(kn) = σ 2.
The notation “pv” indicates that the principal value is to be taken. Next, we need to obtain the limit of G(1) as
t → ∞. The first three terms of (55) pose no difficulties. The last term, however, must be manipulated slightly
before we can take the limit. Using the addition formula for cosine, we can write
cos ωnt = cos((ωn − σ)t + σ t) = cos((ωn − σ)t) cos σ t − sin((ωn − σ)t) sin σ t, (56)
while the last integral of (55) becomes






Fn(k) cos((ωn − σ)t)






Fn(k) sin((ωn − σ)t)






n (k, z, ζ )J0(k R)
sinh kh1(cosh kh1 cosh kh2 + γ sinh kh1 sinh kh2)(ω21 − ω22)(ωn + σ)
. (58)
To obtain the limit as t → ∞ of (57), we use the following formulas from the Fourier Integral Theorem [24, p. 493]





F(k) cos(t f (k))










F(k) sin(t f (k))
f (k) dk =
π F(k1)
| f ′(k1)| . (60)
Equation 57 then becomes
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in the limit, as t → ∞. Here, Cgn (k) = ∂ωn(k)/∂k is the group velocity for waves of the n-th mode. Finally, by
using (61), the limit of G(1), as t → ∞, is









+ cos σ t
∞∫
0
2 cosh kh2 sinh(k(z − h1)) sinh(k(ζ − h1))J0(k R)
sinh kh1 (cosh kh1 cosh kh2 + γ sinh kh1 sinh kh2)dk








n (k, z, ζ )J0(k R)









πgknσ P(1)n (kn, z, ζ )J0(kn R) sin σ t




The above expression is the desired velocity potential in the upper fluid layer due to a stationary, oscillating
source also in the upper layer. To obtain the potential of this source in the lower fluid layer, we apply the same
procedures to (2) in (49) to yield:
G(2) = cos σ t
∞∫
0
−2γ cosh(k(z + h2)) sinh(k(ζ − h1))J0(k R)
cosh kh1 cosh kh2 + γ sinh kh1 sinh kh2 dk








n (k, z, ζ )J0(k R)









πgknσ P(2)n (kn, z, ζ )J0(kn R) sin σ t




The dependence of G(m) on time t can be separated from the other variables by expressing G(m) in terms of the
complex potentials g(m) as follows:
G(m)(ξ, η, ζ, x, y, z, t) = Re
{
g(m)(ξ, η, ζ, x, y, z)e−iσ t
}
, (64)













2 cosh kh2 sinh(k(z − h1)) sinh(k(ζ − h1))J0(k R)









n (k, z, ζ )J0(k R)









iπgknσ P(1)n (kn, z, ζ )J0(kn R)







−2γ cosh(k(z + h2)) sinh(k(ζ − h1))J0(k R)









n (k, z, ζ )J0(k R)









iπgknσ P(2)n (kn, z, ζ ) J0(kn R)
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4 Velocity potentials of a translating and oscillating source
A source with oscillating strength moving at a constant speed is normally used in boundary-integral methods to
study the motions of a translating body in waves. The body is moving at a mean forward speed U and is experiencing
small oscillatory motions about its mean position due to wave actions. For this problem, a rectangular coordinate
system O¯ x¯ y¯ z¯ moving with the ship at speed U along the positive x¯-axis is adopted. The x¯ y¯-plane coincides with
the undisturbed interface between the two fluids, and the z¯-axis is positive upward. The location of the translating
source
(
ξ¯ , η¯, ζ¯
)
is fixed in this moving system where ζ¯ > 0 since the source is restricted to the upper layer. In
this section, we derive the source potentials, or Green functions G(m), in the upper and lower fluid layer where
m = 1 and 2, respectively. Application of G(m) in a boundary-integral or panel method to compute ship motions
is analogous to the single-fluid case and will be pursued in future study. The theoretical development is however
given here.
The Green functions G(m) can be obtained either by solving a boundary-value problem similar to (1)–(7) or by
specifying the appropriate source strength and position in the transient source potentials and taking the limit as
t → ∞. As in the stationary case, the latter approach is more convenient and is the one adopted here. This approach
is illustrated below only for the simpler function G(2) since the steps are essentially the same for both potentials.
For G(2), we start with the transient source potential (2) in (49). The coordinate system Oxyz in this equation is
stationary and is related to the moving system O¯ x¯ y¯ z¯ through the equations: x = x¯ +Ut, y = y¯, and z = z¯. Setting
the source strength ν(t) = cos σ t in (49) and expressing the source and field-point location in the moving frame,









cosh kh1 cosh kh2 + γ sinh kh1 sinh kh2 dk, (67)
having taken the limit of t → ∞. Here, R¯2 = (x¯ − ξ¯)2 + (y¯ − η¯)2. The remaining term in (49) contains contri-
butions from both wave modes, and its limit requires further consideration. To simplify the notations, let us denote
this term G(2)wave and introduce the variables D = cosh kh1 cosh kh2 + γ sinh kh1 sinh kh2, X¯ = x¯ − ξ¯ , Y¯ = y¯ − η¯,
and ω¯ = X¯ cos θ + Y¯ sin θ . Using Eq. 42, we can write the Bessel function J0(k R(τ )) as:
J0(k R(τ )) = 12π
π∫
−π




eikω¯eikU (t−τ) cos θdθ. (68)















cos(στ) sin(ωn(t − τ))eikU (t−τ) cos θdτdkdθ. (69)
The range of the θ -integration can be reduced by making simple variable substitutions for θ in the quadrants










π D sinh kh1(ω21 − ω22)
t∫
0
cos(σ (t − τ)) sin(ωnτ) cos(k(ω¯ + Uτ cos θ))dτdkdθ. (70)
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where
T (t) = −4
t∫
0
cos(σ (t − τ)) sin(ωnτ) cos(k(X¯ + Uτ) cos θ)dτ. (72)
Using the function-product relations for sine and cosine, we can express T (t) in a more integratable form:




sin(D0τ + k X¯ cos θ − σ t) − sin(D1,2τ + k X¯ cos θ − σ t)
+ sin(D3τ + k X¯ cos θ + σ t) − sin
(
D4τ + k X¯ cos θ + σ t
)}
dτ, (73)
where D0 = kU cos θ+σ +ωn, D1,2 = kU cos θ+σ −ωn, D3 = kU cos θ−σ +ωn , and D4 = kU cos θ−σ −ωn .
Performing the integration and simplifying the result, we have:

































Next, we take the limit of G(2)wave as t → ∞ using (59) and (60). Application of these equations requires con-
sideration of the poles of G(2)wave, or more specifically, the zeroes of the terms D0, D1,2, D3 and D4 for values of
θ in the integration range [0, π /2]. The term D0 has no zeroes in this range, but D3 and D4 each has one zero at
k = k3,n and k = k4,n , respectively. They are given implicitly by the following equations:
k3,nU cos θ − σ + ωn(k3,n) = 0 and k4,nU cos θ − σ − ωn(k4,n) = 0. (75)
The zero k4,n is always greater than k3,n , and both zeroes exist for any θ ∈ [0, π/2]. For D1,2, there are 2 roots
to the equation kU cos θ + σ − ωn = 0 for certain values of θ . We shall denote these roots as k1,n and k2,n with
k1,n < k2,n and determine θ where they exist. For each frequency σ , we can define a wavenumber k∗n satisfying the
equation:





where Cgn = ∂ωn(k)/∂k is the group velocity for wave mode n. Let U∗n = Cgn (k∗n) be the group velocity corre-
sponding to k∗n . For U < U∗n , both k1,n and k2,n exist for θ ∈ [0, π/2]. However, when U > U∗n , k1,n and k2,n exist
only for θ > θ∗n = cos−1(U∗n /U ).
With the poles of G(2)wave defined, we can now perform the limit as t → ∞ in (71) after substituting for T (t) in
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D sinh kh1(ω21 − ω22)
and θ∗n =
{
0 if U < U∗n
cos−1(U∗n /U ) if U > U∗n
. (78)
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Fig. 2 Paths of integration L1,n and L2,n
The complete Green function G(2) in the lower fluid can be obtained by summing (67) and (77). For the Green
function G(1) in the upper fluid, we apply the same procedures to the transient source (1) in (51) to yield:









+ cos σ t
∞∫
0





sinh kh1(cosh kh1 cosh kh2 + γ sinh kh1 sinh kh2) dk + G
(1)
wave, (79)
where G(1)wave is exactly the same as G(2)wave in (77) and (78) except H (2)n and P(2)n are replaced by H (1)n and P(1)n ,
respectively.
In typical numerical calculations, the complex forms of the Green functions g(m) are normally used. They are
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ω2n − (kU cos θ + σ)2
) , (82)
and the paths L1,n and L2,n are as shown in Fig. 2. The forms of g(1) and g(2) above are similar to the Green function
for a single-layer fluid as given in Wehausen and Laitone [24, p. 493, Eq. 13.52]. Angle θ∗n and paths L1,n, L2,n
are analogous to the angle γ and the paths L1, L2 of the cited reference.
5 Radiation and diffraction of waves in a two-layer fluid
To illustrate how the velocity potentials derived in the previous sections can be used to solve practical ocean-engi-
neering problems where density stratification exists, we present, in this section, the solution for the motions of a
floating structure in waves in a two-layer fluid of finite depth. The solution is obtained using the boundary-integral
method and the velocity potentials of a stationary, oscillating source derived in Sect. 3. To study the motions in
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waves, one must first investigate the types of ambient waves that can propagate in a two-layer fluid. This is done in
Sect. 5.1 below. It is followed by the mathematical description of the problem and solution in integral form using
Green’s theorem in Sect. 5.2. Numerical evaluation of the source potentials and numerical solution of the integral
equation are given in Sects. 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. Finally, numerical results for a floating barge are presented in
Sect. 5.5 where the effects of internal waves on the barge motions are shown.
5.1 Incident waves in a two-layer fluid of finite depth
A long-crested incident-wave system in a two-layer fluid contains both the normal free-surface waves as well
as internal waves on the interface between the two fluid layers. As will be shown below, there are two possible
incident-wave systems that can exist at any frequency σ , each propagating at its own distinct wavelength. We refer
to a system with surface waves that closely resemble waves in a single fluid as propagating in the “surface-wave
mode”. In this system, the displacements of the fluid particles decrease with depth, and the amplitudes of the internal
waves are consequently smaller than those of the surface waves. However, when a wave system propagates in the
“internal-wave mode”, fluid displacement increases as the depth approaches the fluid interface. Regardless of the
initial mode of propagation, once the incident-wave system impacts upon a floating structure, waves of both modes
are scattered, and the exciting forces acting on the structure can differ significantly from the single-fluid case.
To calculate the motions of a structure due to these incident-wave systems, we start with the derivation of the
velocity potentials of these waves. Figure 3 shows a system of plane progressive waves propagating at an angle β
with respect to the positive x-axis. Let us denote the surface and interface elevations of this wave system by ζ (1)
and ζ (2), respectively. We can then write ζ (m), m = 1, 2 in complex notation as follows:





i(k(x cos β+y sin β)−σ t)} , (83)
where a(1)0 and a
(2)
0 are the amplitudes of the surface and internal waves, and k, σ are the wavenumber and frequency,
respectively. The velocity potentials (m)0 of these waves satisfy the usual Laplace equation and also the following
kinematic and dynamic conditions on the free surface:

(1)
0,z − ζ (1)t = 0 and (1)0,t + gζ (1) = 0, z = h1, (84)
and on the interface

(1)




0,t + gζ (1)
)
= (2)0,t + gζ (2), z = 0. (85)
Also, (2)0 must satisfy the no-flux, bottom condition

(2)
0,z = 0, z = −h2. (86)












C0 cosh(k(z + h2))ei(k(x cos β+y sin β)−σ t)
}
. (88)
Clearly, (m)0 satisfies the Laplace equation and the bottom condition in (86). Substituting ζ (m) in (83) and (m)0 in
(87) and (88) in the remaining boundary conditions in (84) and (85), we obtain the following expressions:
A0 = ia(1)0 cosh kh1(σ 2 tanh kh1 − gk)/(σk), (89)
B0 = −ia(1)0 cosh kh1(σ 2 − gk tanh kh1)/(σk), (90)
C0 = B0/ sinh kh2, (91)
a
(2)
0 = a(1)0 cosh kh1
(
σ 2 − gk tanh kh1
)
/σ 2, (92)
σ 4 − gk(t1 + t2)
1 + γ t1t2 σ
2 + ε(gk)
2t1t2
1 + γ t1t2 = 0, (93)
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Fig. 3 Floating structure in incident-wave systems
where t1 = tanh kh1 and t2 = tanh kh2 as defined in Sect 2.2. Equation 92 indicates that a(2)0 is dependent on a(1)0 .
Thus, to describe an incident-wave system, one only needs to specify the amplitude of either the surface waves or
the internal waves and not both. Equation 93 relates the wavenumber k to the wave frequency σ and can be solved
to yield the dispersion relations. This quartic equation has only two real roots that are physically possible. They are
given by
σ = ω1(k) =
{
gk[(t1 + t2) +
√
(t1 + t2)2 − 4εt1t2(1 + γ t1t2)]
2(1 + γ t1t2)
}1/2
, (94)
σ = ω2(k) =
{
gk[(t1 + t2) −
√
(t1 + t2)2 − 4εt1t2(1 + γ t1t2)]
2(1 + γ t1t2)
}1/2
. (95)
Equations 94 and 95 have two solutions k1 and k2, respectively, and they express the two possible dispersion rela-
tions for waves propagating in a two-layer fluid of finite depth. If the two fluid layers have the same density, then
γ = 1, ε = 0, and (94) and (95) reduce to:
σ = ω1(k) =
√
gk tanh(k(h1 + h2)) and σ = ω2(k) = 0. (96)
The first expression is the same as the dispersion relation for surface waves in a single fluid of depth h1 + h2. Thus,
we denote the wave mode associated with the dispersion relation in (94) as the “surface-wave mode”, and the mode
associated with (95) as the “internal-wave mode”.
In summary, for a given frequency σ , there are two possible incident-wave systems corresponding to the sur-
face-wave mode with wavenumber k1 and to the internal-wave mode with wavenumber k2. Each system contains
both surface and internal waves. When k1 is substituted in (92), we can show that the amplitude ratio a(1)0 /a(2)0 > 1.
Thus, for the surface-wave mode, both the surface and internal waves are in phase, and the amplitude of the surface
waves is greater than the internal waves. When we insert k2 into (92), we have −1 < a(1)0 /a(2)0 < 0. Thus, for the
internal-wave mode, the surface and internal waves are 180◦ out of phase, and the amplitude of the internal waves
is greater than that of the surface waves. The velocity potentials (m)0 of the incident-wave system are obtained by
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σ 2 − gkn tanh knh1
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cosh(kn(z + h2))ei(kn(x cos β+y sin β)−σ t)
}
. (98)
Alternatively, we can also express (m)0 in terms of the amplitude of the internal waves a
(2)









σ 2 tanh knh1 − gkn
σ 2 − gkn tanh knh1 cosh knz − sinh knz
)











cosh(kn(z + h2))ei(kn(x cos β+y sin β)−σ t)
}
. (100)
5.2 Decomposition of potentials
Consider a rigid body oscillating in the upper fluid layer under the action of an incident-wave system of frequency σ
(see Fig. 3). This wave system can be of either wave mode, n = 1 or 2, and its velocity potentials (m)0 are given in
(97) and (98). Let us denote the translational displacements of the body in the x-, y-, and z-direction as ζ1(t), ζ2(t),
and ζ3(t), respectively, and the angular displacement components as ζ4(t), ζ5(t), and ζ6(t).
The total velocity potentials (1) and (2) in the upper and lower fluid layers must satisfy the Laplace equation
as well as the boundary conditions in (3)–(6). In addition, since the body is floating in the upper fluid layer, (1)
must also satisfy the following linearized kinematic condition on the surface of the body in its resting position (see
[25]):
(1),n = V · n, (101)
where V is the velocity of a point on the body surface, and n is the unit normal vector pointing into the body. Since
the governing equations and boundary conditions are linear, the potential (m)(x, y, z, t) can be decomposed into
the following components:






where (m)0 is the incident-wave potential, 
(m)
7 is the diffraction potential, and 
(m)
j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 6 are the
radiation potentials associated with the six degrees of freedom of body motions in otherwise calm water. Note that
the mode of the incident wave determines (m)0 , but it does not affect the formulation of the problem otherwise. For
time-harmonic motions, we can express ζ j (t) as:
ζ j (t) = Re
{
a j e−iσ t
}
, j = 1, 2, . . . , 6, (103)
where a j are the complex amplitudes of the displacements. The potentials (m) can also be expressed in the same
manner:
(m)(x, y, z, t) = Re
{
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Applying the decomposition in (102), we can write φ(m) as
φ(m)(x, y, z) =
7∑
j=0
−iσa jφ(m)j (x, y, z), (105)
where a0 = a7 is the amplitude of the incident wave. If the incident wave is of the surface-wave mode, then a0 = a(1)0 ,
and if it is of the internal-wave mode, then a0 = a(2)0 . The potential φ(m)0 can be obtained from (97)–(98). The other








j = 0, z = h1, (106)
φ
(1)

















j , z = 0, (108)
φ
(2)
j,z = 0, z = −h2, (109)
From (101), we have
φ
(1)
j,n = n j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 6, (110)
φ
(1)
7,n = −φ(1)0,n = n7, (111)
where n1, n2, n3 are the x-, y-, z-components of n, and n4, n5, n6 are the x-, y-, z-components of (r − rG) × n.
Here r is the position vector of a point on the body surface, and rG is the position vector of the body’s center of
gravity. Finally, to make the problem unique, we need to impose the appropriate radiation condition which requires
the radiated and diffracted waves are outgoing and have the proper amplitude behavior at infinity.
To solve for φ(m)j , we use Green’s theorem and the Green functions g(m) for a stationary, oscillating source in






ν j (ξ, η, ζ )g(m)(ξ, η, ζ, x, y, z)dS, (112)
where SB is the surface of the body in its resting position, and ν j is the source strength distribution on SB for the








dS = n j , j = 1, 2, . . ., 7. (113)
This equation can be solved for the source strength ν j which is then used in (112) to compute the potential φ(m)j .




pn dS and M =
∫
SB
p(r − rG) × ndS, (114)











If we denote the x-, y-, z-components of F as F1, F2, F3, and the x-, y-, z-components of M as F4, F5, F6, and










j ni dS, (116)
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for i = 1, 2, . . . , 6. Following the usual convention, we now define the wave-exciting force per unit wave amplitude
Xi as









and the “added-masses” and “damping coefficients” as
μi j + i
σ





j ni dS. (118)
In terms of these new variables, the hydrodynamic forces become




σ 2μi j a j + iσλi j a j
)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , 6. (119)
The wave-exciting force depends on φ(1)0 and, thus, on the mode of the incident wave. The added masses and
damping coefficients, however, depend only on the body geometry and not the body motion or the incident-wave
mode. Once Xi , μi j , and λi j are known, it is a simple matter to obtain the motion amplitudes a j using Newton’s
second law. While all this analysis is analogous to the single-fluid problem, the intricacies in the two-layer fluid
problem lie in obtaining the Green function g(1) in (65) for a stationary, oscillating source.
5.3 Numerical evaluation of g(1)
In this example, we are concerned with the motions of bodies floating in the upper fluid layer and not intersecting
the fluid interface. Thus, we only need to evaluate g(1) and not g(2). These two functions, however, have similar
forms, and the same numerical method can be used for their evaluation.
The first term of g(1), Eq. 65, represents an infinite array of Rankine sources and sinks. It is evaluated using the
method presented in [26, pp. 112–113] which employs Fourier series and Chebyshev expansion. The integrals of
g(1) are computed using an adaptive quadrature with Simpson’s rule; see [27, pp. 328–332]. For the principal-valued
integrals, the poles kn are obtained using Newton’s method, and these singularities are removed using the procedure
in [28] before the numerical integration is performed.
5.4 Integral-equation solution
Numerical results are obtained for a floating barge, modeled here as a rectangular box. A brief review of integral-
equation formulations may be found in e.g. [29]. Here, the low-order panel method of Hess and Smith [30] is used
for simplicity. Higher-order panel methods such as the one proposed by Hamilton and Yeung [31] can be easily
adopted.
To solve (113), we approximate the body surface by N plane, quadrilateral panels. For the rectangular box in our
example, this geometrical discretization is adequate and will not leave any gaps between adjacent panels. For each
panel p, we assume the source strength ν j,p to be constant and define the control point (x p, yp, z p) as the null point
of the panel (see e.g. [30]). Application of (113) to each panel p will yield the following system of linear equations
N∑
q=1
Ap,qν j,q = n j,p, p = 1, 2, . . . , N , (120)









ξ, η, ζ, x p, yp, z p
)
dS, p = q, (121)
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where Sq is the surface area of panel q. To perform the integration over Sq , we use Gaussian quadrature with 3
points in each direction for a total of 9 points for each panel. This system of equations is then solved using the direct










g(1)(ξ, η, ζ, x p, yp, z p)dS. (122)
The wave-exciting forces and the added-mass and damping coefficients are computed in the same manner as well.
5.5 Floating barge in a two-layer fluid of finite depth
The wave-exciting forces and hydrodynamic coefficients are computed for a barge, modeled here as a rectangular
box. The dimensions of the box are chosen so that comparison with the numerical results of Endo [28] for a sin-
gle-layer fluid is possible. The box has length L and beam B each of 90 m, and its draft D is 40 m. It floats on the
free surface with no forward velocity. A total number of 192 panels is used to discretize the surface of the box. The
results obtained agree with those using 432 panels, thus, verifying the convergence of the numerical solution.
To study the effects of density ratio γ on the wave forces and motions of the box, we obtain solutions for γ = 1,
0.9, 0.7, 0.1, recalling that γ = 1 − ε. For these runs, the depths of the fluid layers are fixed, h1 = 1.2D and
h2 = 0.4D. When γ = 1, the two-layer fluid becomes a single-layer fluid of depth h = h1 + h2 = 1.6D, and
the results can be compared with those of Endo [28] for the same depth. As γ approaches zero, i.e., ρ2 becomes
infinitely large, the lower fluid behaves more like a rigid block, and we would expect the results to approach those
for a single-layer fluid of depth h1, the depth of the upper fluid layer. To illustrate this behavior, we include the
results for a single-layer fluid of depth h1 in the plots as well.
Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 show the added-masses and damping coefficients for surge, heave, and pitch. In these
figures, ∇ denotes the volume of the box displacement. Results for γ = 1 and h = 1.6D agree quite well with
those of Endo [28]. Also, the results for γ = 0.1 approximate those for a single-layer-fluid of depth h = 1.2D as
expected. The results for γ = 0.7, 0.9 are in between these two limits, and when compared to the single-layer-fluid
case, they show the effects of internal waves on the hydrodynamic coefficients of the box. At high frequencies,
these results are similar to those for a single-layer fluid, indicating internal waves are less important. However, at
Fig. 4 Surge added mass of a rectangular box, h1 = 1.2D,
h2 = 0.4D
Fig. 5 Surge damping coefficient of a rectangular box,
h1 = 1.2D, h2 = 0.4D
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Fig. 6 Heave added mass of a rectangular box, h1 = 1.2D,
h2 = 0.4D
Fig. 7 Heave damping coefficient of a rectangular box,
h1 = 1.2D, h2 = 0.4D
Fig. 8 Pitch added mass of a rectangular box, h1 = 1.2D,
h2 = 0.4D
Fig. 9 Pitch damping coefficient of a rectangular box,
h1 = 1.2D, h2 = 0.4D
lower frequencies, dramatic differences in the hydrodynamic coefficients can be seen, and they can be attributed
to the presence of the internal waves. The frequency range in our calculations was chosen for ease of comparison
with the results of Endo [28]. This range is smaller than the lowest “irregular frequencies” which are well known
in the numerical solution of (113) using a source distribution (see [32]). Thus, the results shown here are smooth
and do not contain the discontinuities characteristic of solution “breakdown” at the “irregular frequencies”.
For any frequency of oscillation σ , the wavelength λ1 of the surface-wave mode is larger than the wavelength
λ2 of the internal-wave mode. At high frequencies, λ2 is small, and internal waves are less important. Also, the
difference between λ1 and λ2 increases as γ increases. This means that, as the density difference becomes very
small, the effects of internal waves are concentrated in a small range of low frequencies. This can be seen in Fig. 7
where the heave damping coefficient for γ = 0.9 exhibits a significant peak over a range of lower frequencies.
Figures 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 show the magnitude of the surge-, heave-, and pitch-exciting forces due to both
the surface-wave mode and the internal-wave mode. These forces are normalized by the amplitude a0 of the incident
wave (see (119)). For the surface-wave mode, a0 represents the amplitude of the incident surface wave, and simi-
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Fig. 10 Magnitude of surge exciting force, n = 1, h1 = 1.2D,
h2 = 0.4D, β = 0
Fig. 11 Magnitude of surge exciting force, n = 2, h1 = 1.2D,
h2 = 0.4D, β = 0
Fig. 12 Magnitude of heave exciting force, n = 1, h1 = 1.2D,
h2 = 0.4D, β = 0
Fig. 13 Magnitude of heave exciting force, n = 2, h1 = 1.2D,
h2 = 0.4D, β = 0
larly, for the internal-wave mode, a0 is the amplitude of the incident internal wave. The surge- and heave-exciting
forces for the surface-wave mode do not differ significantly from those due to surface waves in a single-layer fluid.
The pitch-exciting moment, however, has larger oscillations especially for γ = 0.7 and 0.9. The exciting forces
due to the internal-wave mode, which does not exist in a single-layer fluid, exhibit many peaks and troughs. These
peaks and troughs and the oscillations seen earlier in the added-mass and damping coefficients are caused by the
interaction between internal waves generated by the opposite edges of the rectangular box. The non-dimensional
magnitude of the exciting forces increases as γ decreases. This can be explained by the larger potential energy per
unit amplitude of the incident internal waves when γ is small.
Figures 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 show the motion amplitudes for both wave modes. Figure 18, in particular,
shows the heave amplitude for the surface-wave mode and indicates that the presence of the lower fluid layer reduces
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Fig. 14 Magnitude of pitch exciting moment, n = 1,
h1 = 1.2D, h2 = 0.4D, β = 0
Fig. 15 Magnitude of pitch exciting moment, n = 2,
h1 = 1.2D, h2 = 0.4D, β = 0
Fig. 16 Surge amplitude, surface-wave mode (n = 1),
h1 = 1.2D, h2 = 0.4D, β = 0
Fig. 17 Surge amplitude, internal-wave mode (n = 2),
h1 = 1.2D, h2 = 0.4D, β = 0
the heaving motion. Figure 21 shows the pitch amplitude for the internal-wave mode. Large pitching motion can
be excited by the internal waves.
6 Conclusions
The velocity potentials of various unsteady sources have been derived in this paper for a two-layer fluid of finite
depth. The two-layer fluid is bounded above by the free surface and below by a rigid, flat bottom. Although
the sources treated here are restricted to the upper fluid layer, the same methodology can be extended in a
straight-forward manner to obtain sources in the lower fluid. For marine vehicles, the draft is usually above the
pycnocline or the mud layer, and only sources in the upper fluid are necessary. The potentials for a source of arbitrary
strength, starting from rest and moving in an arbitrary path, are derived first by solving an initial, boundary-value
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Fig. 18 Heave amplitude, surface-wave mode (n = 1),
h1 = 1.2D, h2 = 0.4D, β = 0
Fig. 19 Heave amplitude, internal-wave mode (n = 2),
h1 = 1.2D, h2 = 0.4D, β = 0
Fig. 20 Pitch amplitude, surface-wave mode (n = 1),
h1 = 1.2D, h2 = 0.4D, β = 0
Fig. 21 Pitch amplitude, internal-wave mode (n = 2),
h1 = 1.2D, h2 = 0.4D, β = 0
problem using Laplace and Fourier transforms. The results are similar in form to the transient source in a single
fluid. In fact, by equating the densities in the two layers, we can recover the potential of the single-fluid source.
We can also obtain other sources of interest by starting with the transient source. It is trivial to derive sources with
unit-step or delta-function strength so they have not been presented here. These sources are commonly used in
time-domain calculations of ship motions. For frequency-domain calculations, oscillating sources with and without
forward speed are used. They are derived from the transient source in Sects. 3 and 4 by specifying the appropriate
strength and motion and performing the limit as time t → ∞. These sources also have similar forms to their
counterparts in a single fluid. Main differences are in the dependence on the vertical coordinate z, the dispersion
relations, and the contribution from the internal waves.
The source potentials or Green functions given here can be implemented into existing panel codes to study the
effects of internal waves on ship motions. As an example, the stationary, oscillating source in Sect. 3 is used in a
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low-order panel method to determine the motions of a floating barge under the action of surface and internal waves.
For simplicity, the barge is modeled as a rectangular box, and results are obtained for density ratios γ = ρ1/ρ2
of 0.1, 0.7, 0.9, 1. This range covers both density stratification due to pycnoclines and mud layers. When γ = 1,
the two-layer fluid becomes a single fluid, and motion-response results are compared with those of Endo [28] for a
single fluid. Excellent agreements are observed for added masses, damping coefficients, exciting forces, and motion
amplitudes. For γ other than unity, the motions of the barge can be affected by the presence of the fluid interface
over a wide range of frequencies. For incident waves of the surface-wave mode, the heaving motion is reduced
by the presence of the lower fluid layer. However, large pitching motion can be excited by incident waves of the
internal-wave mode.
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